RED FOX ROAD
a middle-grade novel
by Frances Greenslade

60,000 words / Final manuscript now available

THE INCREDIBLE STORY OF ONE TEENAGE GIRL’S
RESILIENCE WHEN A FAMILY TRIP GONE AWRY
LEAVES HER STRANDED ALONE IN THE WILDERNESS
Francie Fox has a passion for nature and all things survivalist, so when
her parents surprise her with a family vacation to the Grand Canyon for
her thirteenth birthday, she is ecstatic. Finally, she has a chance to test
out what she’s learned from her new survival guides.
But their family vacation gets off to a rocky start when they take a
wrong turn and their truck breaks down on an off-road path deep in the
Oregon forest. With no phones and no immediate help in sight, Francie’s
dad has no choice but to hike to the nearest highway for assistance,
leaving her and her mother in the car to wait for him.
Things are fine at first. But as more and more time passes with no
sign of her father, Francie’s mom becomes increasingly paranoid, until
one morning Francie wakes up alone, with nothing but a note attached
to the truck’s windshield. Her mother is gone.
Alone, isolated, and with limited supplies in the dense forest,
Francie must rely on the knowledge and skills she has developed in order
to survive. And not only must she brave the wilderness, Francie must also
confront the truth of her family’s years-long struggle in the wake of her
twin sister’s death.
Frances Greenslade channels her inner thirteen-year-old in her first
middle-grade novel to create an inspiring tale of a young girl’s strength
and resourcefulness.

PRAISE FOR FRANCES GREENSLADE’S SHELTER

“Shelter is a beating heart of a book, alive with Greenslade’s fierce imagination,
her acute descriptions of the natural world, her sure hand with narrative.”
— TORONTO STAR
“Funny, heartwarming and tragic.” — OTTAWA CITIZEN
“Greenslade has created two memorable and likable characters in Jenny and Maggie;
their bare-bones tale of survival will touch readers, and likely stay with them a long time.”
— THE VANCOUVER SUN
“Exceptional novel… vivid… disarmingly honest…. Absorbing, moving, memorable.”
— THE GUARDIAN

RIGHTS SOLD
NORTH AMERICAN: Penguin Random

House Canada Young Readers,
Fall 2020
ITALIAN: Keller Editore

FRANCES GREENSLADE has published two memoirs and one novel,

Shelter, which was published in seven territories and was shortlisted
for the 2012 Evergreen Award and the 2012 Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize.
Red Fox Road is her first children’s novel.
See also francesgreenslade.com
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RED FOX ROAD AN EXCERPT
I DON’T REMEMBER MUCH about that night on the road in the middle of the woods, even
though I went over it in my head probably hundreds of times. It must have been quite late by
the time Mom and I finally climbed into the truck and zipped ourselves into our sleeping bags.
I had wanted to keep the fire burning all night, but I was too tired. The reflection of the flames
flickered on the truck windows. I think I fell asleep quickly.
I know I woke at least once because I remember feeling that Mom wasn’t sleeping. I didn’t
say anything and neither did she, so I don’t know how I knew. Maybe her breathing.
I jerked awake at daylight. Something had wakened me. I’ve tried to remember what it
was — my own gasp, a bad dream, or my sore neck, or a sound. Or was it too quiet? I turned
to look for Mom. She wasn’t there. A muffled fog hung in the air. I craned my stiff neck to look
out at the tailgate. She wasn’t there either. I was suddenly wide awake. I tried to tear myself out
of my sleeping bag, but it was twisted around my legs and I couldn’t get out of it fast enough.
I pushed open the door and yelled, “Mom!”
I fought with the zipper of my sleeping bag. Tears were springing to my eyes and blurring
my vision. I half fell out of the truck with the bag still around my legs, caught myself with the
side view mirror and pulled my feet from the tangle.
“Mom!” I called again. “Where are you?”
How did I know? How did I know something was really wrong? I still wonder about that.
I ran up the road calling into the woods. She had stepped off the road before to go into the
woods to pee. Maybe she’d done it again. I strained to see the blue of her jacket in among the
trees. Grey morning light seemed to swirl in a mist among the trunks and hanging beards of
moss. Nothing else moved. I ran up the road in the other direction, calling. Then I stopped to
listen. The stuttering drill of a woodpecker against a tree startled me.
I ran back to the truck to check the fire. Had she been sitting beside it? My legs felt like
they were struggling through deep water. Ghosts of fog shifted shape around me. But the fire
when I got to it was cold. When I poked it, the embers sent up a thin wisp of smoke. No wood
had been added or piled nearby. There was no sign she’d been sitting out here after we’d left it
for the night.
Maybe she’d gone to look for water. I clambered onto the truck bed, cupped my hands
around my mouth and yelled as loud as I could, “Mom! Come back!”
I must have kept that up for half an hour, yelling, then pausing to listen, then yelling again.
There was nothing. The woodpecker’s drill, the grey fog shrouding the still forest.
Sun began to shred the fog and warm up the morning. I remembered the horn. I climbed back
into the truck and leaned on the horn. It blared in the silence. Four or five times I blasted and
held it. I was about to give the S.O.S. signal when I noticed a folded piece of paper stuck under
the windshield wipers. My heart leapt. How could I have missed it? How could I have been so
stupid? Wherever she had gone, I’d probably frightened her now by blowing the horn. She would
have heard it and worried that something had happened to me.
I jumped out and pulled the note from the wipers. Mom’s handwriting on a torn piece of
my drawing paper.
Dear Francie,
I’ll be back for you. Don’t go anywhere. I know you’ll be brave.
Love Mom
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HALFBREED

a memoir by Maria Campbell
66,000 words / First page proofs now available

THE REVISED AND UPDATED EDITION
OF AN INSPIRATIONAL CANADIAN CLASSIC
In 1973 this extraordinary account, written by a young Métis (mixed-race)
woman, opened the door to a little-known world that coexists alongside
Canadian society. Maria Campbell shared with the reader the joys, sorrows,
love, and tragedies of her indigenous childhood in northern Saskatchewan.
Now it is updated with Maria’s many accomplishments since then — and
the restoration of a crucial censored episode.
Maria was a strong and sensitive child who lived in a community
robbed of its pride and dignity by the surrounding white world. At 15,
she tried in vain to escape by marrying a white man, only to find herself
trapped in the slums of Vancouver — a drug addict, prone to suicide,
close to death. But she survived, inspired by her Cree great-grandmother,
Cheechum, who gave her confidence in herself and in her people, and
went on to a wide-ranging and stellar career.
When it was originally published, Halfbreed took the country by storm
and it became a foundational work of indigenous literature. Maria Campbell
offered an understanding of the Métis people and of the racism and hatred
they face. This definitive revised edition includes a new introduction written
by indigenous scholar Dr. Kim Anderson, detailing the extraordinary work
that Maria has undertaken since the book’s original publication, and an
afterword by the author, reflecting on what has and hasn’t changed for
indigenous people today.

Praise for Halfbreed

“The daring account of a strong-willed woman who defeated poverty, racism,
alcohol and drug addiction by the age of thirty-three.” — SATURDAY NIGHT
“Here speaks a voice never heard before with such direct frankness,
such humour: the voice of the true Canadian woman.” — RUDY WIEBE,
author of The Temptations of Big Bear
“You can almost feel this book vibrating in your hands, it is so compelling. You
read it with a kind of agonized heart-in-the-mouth sensation, halfway between
laughter and tears…. Truth is stronger than fiction.” — VICTORIA TIMES-COLONIST
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“Sometimes a book tells us what we have always known but in a way that
makes it seem as if we have not heard it before.” — THE TORONTO STAR
“Powerful, simple, direct, and passionate without being bitter.” — CBC RADIO VANCOUVER

RIGHTS SOLD
NORTH AMERICAN ENGLISH:

McClelland & Stewart,
November 2019

NORTH AMERICAN FRENCH:

Éditions Prise de Parole

CATALAN: Club Editor, S.L., C
SPAIN: Club Editor, S.L., C

MARIA CAMPBELL is a Métis writer, playwright, filmmaker, scholar, teacher, community

organizer, activist, and elder. In addition to her memoir Halfbreed, she has authored several
other books and plays, and has directed and written scripts for a number of films. She has
also worked with indigenous youth in community theatre and advocated for the hiring
and recognition of indigenous people in the arts. She has mentored many indigenous
artists during her career, co-established shelters for indigenous women and children, and
run a writers’ camp at the national historical site at Batoche, where she has produced
commemorative events related to the famous battle of the 1885 North-West Resistance.
Maria Campbell is an officer of the Order of Canada and holds six honorary doctorates.

HALFBREED AN EXCERPT
DADDY USED TO HUNT a lot when he was home. The meat would be brought back to the
house, cut up and hidden. He sold it to farmers around us and as far away as Prince Albert.
This extra money supplemented our budget and helped to keep us going until the next time he
had fur to sell. The game wardens and the RCMP were constant visitors at our home and they
searched all around our house and yard and in the homes of my aunts, uncles and Grannie
Campbell. Daddy hunted in the National Park which was illegal and was often almost caught.
I remember times when someone would ride to our house, the horse all lathered up, and warn
us that the game wardens were coming. Daddy and Mom would grab the meat and run outside
to hide it, usually in the church basement. (The priest found it once, and after that Daddy had
to give him some whenever he wanted it.) Meanwhile Cheechum would throw all the bloody
items in the stove and build a fire. By the time the wardens arrived, Daddy would be sleeping
and Mom and Cheechum drinking tea. Of course we were repeatedly cautioned never to tell
anyone, even our best friends, because it was illegal for Halfbreeds to have game out of season,
and it was a greater sin to get it in the Park. Usually we ran away when we saw them coming,
but one winter day, Joe Vandal rode over to warn us and helped us to hide everything. Daddy
had a hole dug on the side of the hill where he made his whiskey in summer. It was like a big
cellar closed by a trapdoor, covered with earth that had little spruce trees growing on it. Inside
he had three elk hides and one moose, plus three to four hundred pounds of meat. I went with
him to make sure it was closed properly, and he told us to slide our sleigh over the door and
make tracks so it would look like a play area. And that’s where we were playing when the wardens
and Mounties arrived in two Bombardiers.
Instead of going to the house as usual, two of them came over to us. One warden started
talking to us, but didn’t get any information as we were too shy and afraid. While he was
speaking, the Mountie took some candy bars out of his pocket and held one out. When I reached
for it he said, “Where does your Daddy keep his meat, Honey?” I sold out for an “Oh Henry!”
chocolate bar. I led him right over to the trapdoor, showed him how to open it, and while eating
the candy, even told him about the church basement and how Daddy had to give that mean old
priest meat. I then took the men to the house. I will remember forever the look on Mom’s face
and the way Dad laughed when I walked in with chocolate all over my face and said, “Here’s my
Dad.” They were drinking tea at the table. Mom jumped up and said in Cree, “You wicked girl!”
and made a grab for me, but Dad stopped her. He looked at me and started to smile. Then he
laughed and laughed. Cheechum was slamming pots around and Mom just sat there, staring at
me. It was only then that I realized what I had done. The Mountie put handcuffs on Dad while
I screamed and cried and beat at him, telling him he had fooled me. Dad kissed me before he
left and said not to cry, that he was not angry. The wardens took all the meat and hides plus
the whiskey still. I did not see Daddy for six months. He was in jail in Prince Albert. I received
many scoldings that winter from Mom and I did extra work the whole time.
It was a hard six months for all of us. We had no money and no meat. I had to set rabbit
snares every day, and Mom and I would take the .22 and shoot partridges, ducks and whatever
we could get. Mom was a terrible hunter but Daddy had trained me well. I didn’t mind the hard
work, in fact I felt I should be horsewhipped for what I had done. We had to charge our groceries
at the store and our credit was limited. Dad still laughs about it but I have hated chocolate bars
ever since, nor have I ever trusted wardens and Mounties.
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THIS LITTLE LIGHT
a novel by Lori Lansens

82,500 words / Finished books available

THE HANDMAID’S TALE MEETS MEAN GIRLS IN A
FEMALE CATCHER IN THE RYE FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY
• NATIONAL BESTSELLER
Rory Miller and her best friend Fee are teen girls on the run, accused
of planting a bomb at their posh California private school during a muchanticipated chastity ball, where they swear to their fathers that they will
remain virgins until marriage. They watch their attempted capture crowdsourced by Christian zealots and bounty hunters on social media and cable
news. Terrified, alone, and not sure whom they can trust, the girls struggle
to understand their sudden infamy as the media brands them “Villains
in Versace.”

Praise for This Little Light

“Compelling female narrators, of course, are a hallmark of Lansens’s work.
The same deft conjuring of personality that made The Girls (her acclaimed novel
about the world’s oldest conjoined twins) so unforgettable is at work here.”
— THE GLOBE AND MAIL, TORONTO
“This Little Light, depicts an all-too-plausible America in the year 2024. Birth control
has been criminalized, police drones fill the sky and right-wing born-again Christians
reign supreme. When teenage resisters Rory and her best friend Fee are accused of
bombing their posh California high school’s American Virtue Ball, they’re forced to
go on the lam, hounded by law enforcement in the real world and swarmed by trolls
online. Told over the course of 48 hours, the story serves up a high-speed plot shot
through with scathing critiques of current political movements working to undermine
women’s power.” — TORONTO LIFE MAGAZINE
“Lori Lansens’ This Little Light is kind of a millennial’s take on The Handmaid’s Tale.
It’s complex and fun, and a super interesting look into what it is to be a teenage girl
in these times. Lansens is Canadian, and I’m a huge fan of hers. I’m working on turning
this into a series with Universal.” — KATHLEEN ROBERTSON, actor, Northern Rescue
“In This Little Light, Lori Lansens imagines a near-future that is stark, visceral and
terrifyingly real. Hallelujah for the audacious self-professed heathen, Rory Anne
Miller, who holds the adults in her world accountable while reminding us to never stop
fighting for freedom. This book is one hell of a wake-up call. I was rooting for Rory from page one.”
— AMI MCKAY, author of The Witches of New York, The Virgin Cure, and The Birth House
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“Lansens throws her readers right into the action and keeps them there, as thirsty, hungry,
and frightened as two young girls on the run. A crazy-good coming-of-age thriller that will
make you sweat, starting at page one.” — CHRISTINA DALCHER, author of the bestseller VOX

RIGHTS SOLD
US: The Overlook Press, fall 2020
CANADA: Random House Canada,

August 2019

NORTH AMERICAN ENGLISH AUDIO:

Penguin Random House Canada

FRENCH CANADA: Éditions Alto

See also www.lorilansens.com

LORI LANSENS was a successful screenwriter before she burst onto the literary

scene in 2002 with her first novel Rush Home Road. Published in eleven countries,
Rush Home Road received rave reviews around the world. Her follow-up novel
The Girls was an international success as well. Rights were sold in 13 territories and it
was featured as a book club pick by Richard & Judy in the UK, selling 300,000 copies.
Her third novel, The Wife’s Tale, was published in ten territories, while her fourth novel,
The Mountain Story, had rights sold in eight. Born and raised in Chatham, Ontario,
Lori Lansens now makes her home in Los Angeles with her two children.

THIS LITTLE LIGHT AN EXCERPT
BLOGLOG: Rory Anne Miller
11/27/2024 — 9:51 pm
WE’RE TRENDING. Rory Miller. Feliza Lopez. In this moment, on this night, we’re the
most famous girls in America.
Those pics you’ve seen in your feeds and on TV over the past few hours? Two fresh-faced
teens in bridal couture on the arms of their daddies at tonight’s American Virtue Ball?
That’s me and Fee, my best friend. The grainy footage from the school surveillance cameras
of two figures in white gowns climbing up into the smoky hills after the bomb exploded at
Sacred Heart High? Also us. It’s true that guilty people run. Scared people run too. They’re
calling us the Villains in Versace.
What they’re saying about us? First — who wears Versace to a purity ball? I wore Mishka.
Fee wore Prada. The details matter. The truth — which is not somewhere in the middle as
guilty people like to say — is vital. Like oxygen. The truth is that Fee and I did not try to
blow up the chastity ball at Sacred Heart High tonight. We had nothing to do with that thing
they found in my car, either. And we have no involvement whatsoever with the Red Market.
We’re not the spawn of Satan you’re loading your Walmart rifles to hunt.
If I’m being honest? Totally honest? I’ve spent a stupid amount of time daydreaming
about being famous, and how amazing it’d be to have millions of followers. That’s normal,
right? A shallow distraction from reality? I live in California, after all, where fame pollutes
the atmosphere then penetrates your skin with the UV rays. But this isn’t fame. It’s infamy.
And I feel like I do in my recurring naked-at-school nightmare — gross and exposed.
Careful what you wish for? Fee and I don’t have followers so much as we have trolls and
trackers. We’re being flayed in the media. Convicted by social. And now we’re freaking fugitives,
hiding out in this scrap metal shed behind a little cabin in the mountains overlooking Malibu.
I’m so thankful for this old pink laptop — courtesy of Javier, who’s letting us hide in his
shed, which I’ll explain later. I’ve caught up on the fake news and read all the hate tweets.
Bombers? Religious terrorists? Red Market runners, trafficking stolen babies? It feels like a joke,
but it’s not. And to make it even more real, the rock evangelist Reverend Jagger Jonze just put up
a million-dollar reward for our capture. There’s a freaking bounty on our heads. So here we sit
in this shed. No way to defend ourselves. Nowhere to run.
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SON OF A TRICKSTER
a novel by Eden Robinson

86,000 words / Finished books now available

THE FIRST INSTALLMENT OF A TRILOGY
• NATIONAL BESTSELLER
• TV SERIES COMING IN FALL 2020
Eden Robinson’s Trickster Trilogy is like nothing that has ever come out of the
American Indian community. It is an edgy, dark, modern-day Native teenage
boys’ tale, set in a world that mixes fantasy, gaming devices, and popular
culture with the aboriginal spirit world, drugs, and alcoholism. It combines
aboriginal belief systems and severely dysfunctional family dynamics with
horror and mordant humour.
Jared, seventeen, has quit drugs and drinking. But his troubles are not
over: he’s being stalked by David, his mom’s ex. And his mother, Maggie,
a living, breathing badass as well as a witch, can’t protect him.
As the son of a Trickster, Jared is a magnet for magic — he sees ghosts,
he sees monsters, he sees the creature that creeps out of his bedroom wall
and wants to suck his toes. He also still hears the Trickster in his head, and
other voices too. And when crisis hits, Jared can’t ignore his true nature
any longer.

Praise for Volume One, Son of a Trickster
• SHORTLISTED FOR THE GILLER PRIZE / NATIONAL BESTSELLER
“The first in a trilogy, Son of a Trickster is an incredibly engaging, coming-of-age
story of an indigenous teen in northern British Columbia. Eden Robinson’s almost
magical ability to blend wry humor, magical realism and teenage reality will have
you holding your breath for the next in the series.” — THE NEW YORK TIMES,
“Summer Reads from Canada”
“Robinson has a gift for making disparate elements come together into a
convincing narrative, breathing myth, lore and magic into otherwise harsh realities.
The novel clips along with short, pointed sentences and lively scenes of Jared’s
conundrum, building in raunchy crescendo as teen anger and spirit worlds collide.”
— MACLEAN’S MAGAZINE
“What this novel does for the non-indigenous reader is to make totem poles,
masks, and legends come alive. This remarkable novel takes indigenous writing
to a new level.” — BC BOOKWORLD
“A charmingly chaotic tale.” — THE TORONTO STAR
“This is an engaging novel whose characters come fully to life.” — THE VANCOUVER SUN

RIGHTS SOLD
CANADA: Knopf, October 2018
TV: Sienna Films
WORLD ENGLISH AUDIO: Audible

COMING SOON
The Return of the Trickster, the
conclusion to the Trickster trilogy.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Trickster Drift • Bloodsports
• Monkey Beach • Traplines

EDEN ROBINSON is the author of Son of a Trickster, a 2017 finalist for the Scotiabank

Giller Prize, Bloodsports, and Monkey Beach, winner of the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize,
and a finalist for the Giller Prize and the Governor General’s Award for Fiction. Eden
has also won the Writers Trust of Canada Fellowship. She has matriarchal tendencies
and her hobbies include: Shopping for the Apocalypse, using vocabulary as a weapon,
nominating cousins to council while they’re out of town, chair yoga, looking up
possible diseases or syndromes on the interwebs, perfecting gluten-free bannock
and playing Mah-jong. She lives in Kitimat, BC.

TRICKSTER DRIFT
a novel by Eden Robinson

90,000 words / Finished books now available

THE SECOND INSTALLMENT OF A TRILOGY
• NATIONAL BESTSELLER
• TV SERIES COMING IN FALL 2020
• WINNER OF THE BC BOOK PRIZE FOR FICTION
Eden Robinson’s Trickster Trilogy is like nothing that has ever come out of the
American Indian community. It is an edgy, dark, modern-day Native teenage
boys’ tale, set in a world that mixes fantasy, gaming devices, and popular
culture with the aboriginal spirit world, drugs, and alcoholism. It combines
aboriginal belief systems and severely dysfunctional family dynamics with
horror and mordant humour.
Jared, seventeen, has quit drugs and drinking. But his troubles are not
over: he’s being stalked by David, his mom’s ex. And his mother, Maggie,
a living, breathing badass as well as a witch, can’t protect him.
As the son of a Trickster, Jared is a magnet for magic — he sees ghosts,
he sees monsters, he sees the creature that creeps out of his bedroom wall and
wants to suck his toes. He also still hears the Trickster in his head, and other
voices too. And when crisis hits, Jared can’t ignore his true nature any longer.

Praise for Volume Two, Trickster Drift

“Robinson handles the new instalment of Jared’s story with ease and grace, her
trademark good humour and often-disturbing imagination in equal display….
The third novel can’t come soon enough.” — THE TORONTO STAR
“Robinson understands, like few writers do, how comedy (when committed to fully)
can enhance and deepen un-funny emotions such as horror, sadness and pain.”
— THE WINNIPEG FREE PRESS
“The book is full of light and love. Robinson has a loopy and wonderful sense of
humour, expressed not just by her trademark laughter but her delightful author’s bios.”
– THE GLOBE AND MAIL
“Crafting such exquisite coming-of-age tales that can bring equal parts tears of
sadness and laughter takes a certain kind of narrative genius.” – THE VANCOUVER SUN
“Canadian Haisla/Heiltsuk writer Eden Robinson has delivered the second in her
trickster trilogy – the first instalment, Son of a Trickster, was shortlisted for the
Giller Prize. Trickster Drift is even better. It’s an enlightening, entertaining, and
very funny novel.” – NOW (Toronto)
“The mix of sharp comedy, quick character sketches, and unsettling horror is note-perfect.”
– QUILL AND QUIRE

RIGHTS SOLD
CANADA: Knopf, October 2018
TV: Sienna Films
WORLD ENGLISH AUDIO: Audible

COMING SOON
The Return of the Trickster, the
conclusion to the Trickster trilogy.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Son of a Trickster • Bloodsports
• Monkey Beach • Traplines

EDEN ROBINSON is the author of Son of a Trickster, a 2017 finalist for the Scotiabank

Giller Prize, Bloodsports, and Monkey Beach, winner of the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize,
and a finalist for the Giller Prize and the Governor General’s Award for Fiction. Eden
has also won the Writers Trust of Canada Fellowship. She has matriarchal tendencies
and her hobbies include: Shopping for the Apocalypse, using vocabulary as a weapon,
nominating cousins to council while they’re out of town, chair yoga, looking up
possible diseases or syndromes on the interwebs, perfecting gluten-free bannock
and playing Mah-jong. She lives in Kitimat, BC.

THE BIRTH YARD
a novel by Mallory Tater

89,000 words / Final manuscript now available

A PRESENT-DAY TALE OF PATRIARCHY GONE AWRY
Sable Ursu has just turned eighteen, which means she is ready to breed.
Within the confines of her world, a patriarchal cult known as The Den,
female fertility and sexuality are wholly controlled by Men. In the season
they come of age, Sable and her friends, Mamie and Dinah, are paired
with a Match with whom they will breed. This pairing, decided upon by
The Den Leader, Feles, is assigned according to paternal genetics and
social rank, and a child must be conceived. The Matches are scheduled
to breed when the female’s fertility is at its peak. They are led to the
Breeding Tents where they have an hour, timed and monitored by Den
officials. Sable knows she is lucky. Her Match, Ambrose, is kind, thoughtful,
and cautious. Others are less fortunate. Mamie’s Match, Isaac abuses her.
The bruises track up and down her body. She won’t speak up, she refuses
to bring shame on her family, but Sable is determined to protect her friend.
She breaks into a house to find proof of Isaac’s crime, but when she is found
out and reported, her reputation is thrown into question. She is deemed
hysterical — the worst thing a woman can be in the eyes of The Den.
Sable is shipped to the birth yard, where the girls her age will be
monitored and drugged into submission until they give birth. Not every
pregnancy is an easy one. Miscarriages are punished if discovered.
Carrying a baby conceived outside of the assigned Match is inexcusable.
Women of The Den must decide where their trust lies: with their
government or with each other — every choice has its consequences.
But when Sable’s loyalty is questioned and her safety within The Den
threatened, she must rebel against the only life she has ever known —
the only life she has been designed for.
Mallory Tater weaves an intricate narrative, equal parts suspense
and action, while twisting contemporary social anxieties to dizzying
extremes. She meticulously deconstructs the intricate relationship between
womanhood, government, and the female body, a conflict on the forefront
of global politics and the modern conscience. A startling and important
debut novel, The Birth Yard echoes Atwood’s dark and cautionary classic,
The Handmaid’s Tale, while redefining dystopian society as an eerie
presence looming on the periphery of our world. There has been no
apocalypse, there is no totalitarian government. The Den exists now.

RIGHTS SOLD
CANADA: HarperCollins, March 2020
WORLD ENGLISH AUDIO (EXCL-US):

Audible

See also www.mallorytater.com
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MALLORY TATER was the recipient of the Young Buck Poetry Prize in 2016 and 2017.

She has been shortlisted for the 2017 Journey Prize for Fiction, The Malahat Review’s
2016 Far Horizon’s Contest, Room Magazine’s 2016 Fiction and Poetry Prizes, and
Arc Magazine’s 2015 Poem of The Year Contest. In 2018, she published her first
poetry collection, This Will Be Good. She is the publisher of Rahila’s Ghost Press
and a sessional poetry instructor at The University of Victoria.

THE BIRTH YARD AN EXCERPT
SEX IS AT NOON. I go to bathe and drink tea and put on my black robe. My initials are
stitched into the sleeve but it doesn’t fit well and doesn’t feel like mine. Every eighteen-year-old
girl gets to wear one when she is introduced to sex. My robe arrived in late November but I was
too shy to try it on. My initials, S and U, embroidered on it look too real. I feel too identified,
too coordinated. I face the water closet mirror.
“I can’t wear this in public. Everyone will know.”
My mother sticks her hands on her hip, squints at me. “You want them to know.
It’s an honour.”
Ambrose is coming to walk with me to the tents. He’ll hold my hand and escort me. Gram
Evelyn used to tell me about a time when there were bonds between a woman and Man before
pregnancy. Now Babies are what make a union. We aren’t solidified until the day our child is
born. But we can parade and walk and hold hands and feel a sense of union. I haven’t seen
Ambrose in so long, I feel as if we are meeting all over again.
He comes to the door and He looks pale, tired. Is he still drinking a lot since Arrivals?
Why doesn’t that bother me? It doesn’t. I get it. I get Him. He hugs me and says my robe is soft
and I smell nice.
My mother pours Him tea and He sits on the sofa. The flowers printed on the arm of the
couch seem to stretch to His slender hand. He grips the mug of tea so tight I can see His hand
pulsing, shaking. My mother offers Him breakfast cake and He says He’s not hungry, that we
need to go soon. My mother is doing all the talking. My body feels heavy, like my skin is simply
a casing, a wall sealing in all the mania and nerves inside.
“I’m glad it’s you,” my mother tells Him. “I really like your family. I’m glad Feles chose you
to be Sable’s Match.”
My mother barely knows His family. Ambrose nods and says He likes our family, too.
Gram Evelyn has not come out of my room. I know she is nervous and maybe wishes I had
a choice. She lives for her mother’s old life; the free thought that she felt guided Iris’s actions.
Iris chose to join Lynx. Iris chose to mate with Lynx.
Ambrose is in denim, no stupid robe, and no floral crown in His hair. My mother sets mine
on my head and it digs in. “You can take it off during sex,” she tells me.
We have ten minutes to get to the tents. I’m worried my body won’t smell sweet or attractive.
I’m worried I’m almost too hairless and dull, doll-like for Ambrose. Too clean and prudish, even
though every girl is the same. We have been taken off DiLexa and I hope that I can get pregnant
but that I can also please Him. How do we even start? What do I do with my legs and hips?
I think we kiss first. I think that’s how it’s supposed to begin. Then what will I say and how do I
look at Him? How will He see me?
Off DiLexa, none of us are protected any longer from sex and semen. We are vulnerable
and perfect, fertile. We are how the Men want us.
Ambrose clutches my hand and His palm is clammy. It makes me feel better. I kiss
His cheek. We walk toward the tents. Women and their daughters and young children eat lunch
and drink tea on their porches even though it’s cold. So they can see us. So they can know and
gossip. We pass at least six girls I went to Lessons with whose tent-times will be later in the
month or this week. I’m one of the first sessions.
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MISTAKES TO RUN WITH
a memoir by Yasuko Thanh
80,000 words / Finished books available

A HARROWING MEMOIR FROM THE WINNER OF
THE 2016 ROGERS WRITERS’ TRUST FICTION PRIZE
• NATIONAL BESTSELLER
Praise for Mistakes to Run With

“On rare occasions, you read a book that gives you the sense it had to be written,
that the impulse to get these words on the page was more about necessity than
choice. Books such as those are full of passion, pain and urgency, and offer
the kind of triumph you feel lucky to witness. Mistakes to Run With is one such
book — it feels driven by the compulsion to document, by the urgent human
desire to be heard. And when every detail has been shared, every unvarnished
truth thoughtfully relayed, Thanh makes you want to stand up and cheer the
accomplishment.” — THE GLOBE AND MAIL
“Bold, brave, and engrossing. …Thanh’s survival is story of sheer will and one
that will keep you riveted to the page.” — VANCOUVER SUN
“Yasuko Thanh’s new memoir Mistakes to Run With lands with jarring force….
The book’s honesty is relentless, and its spirit of survival defies platitudes.”
— THE GEORGIA STRAIGHT
“Mistakes to Run With is refreshingly brave, bold, and open. Rather than
hiding behind a tidy story arc, Yasuko Thanh places value on all life experiences,
good, bad, beautiful, scary, and sad. The result is an incredibly rare and generous
thing — a memoir that lets me in so close to her life, it changed how I see mine.”
— CLAIRE CAMERON, author of The Last Neanderthal
“In this remarkable memoir, Mistakes to Run With, Yasuko Thanh takes us on
an unflinching and honest reflection on a life threaded with poverty, violence,
rape, addiction and mental illness. I was profoundly moved by Thanh’s tenacity
amidst dire conditions and odds. At her lowest moments with everything against
her, Thanh held on to the resolute hope that things will get better. With a writer’s
eye, Thanh finds beauty and hope in lost causes and the strength in language
to explain how one survives. Thanh mines her past to make sense of who she
is and was always meant to be — a brilliant writer and an exceptional woman.”
— CARRIANNE LEUNG, author of That Time I Loved You
“There is much in Mistakes to Run With to ponder about sacrifice, human
nature, and acceptance.” — BC BOOKLOOK
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains
Floating Like the Dead

YASUKO THANH’s story collection Floating Like the Dead was published by McClelland
& Stewart in 2012 and was shortlisted for the Danuta Gleed Award and the B.C. Book
Prize for Fiction. One story in it won an Arthur Ellis Award for Best Crime Short Story.
The title story won the Journey Prize for the best story published in Canada in 2009.
Quill and Quire named Floating Like the Dead a best book of the year. CBC hailed
Yasuko Thanh one of ten writers to watch in 2013. Mysterious Fragrance of the
Yellow Mountains is her debut novel inspired by the history of her father’s family
in French Indochina. She lives in Victoria, B.C., with her two children.

MYSTERIOUS FRAGRANCE
OF THE YELLOW MOUNTAINS
a novel by Yasuko Thanh
70,500 words / Finished books available

AN HISTORICAL NOVEL SET IN FRENCH INDOCHINA
• WINNER OF THE 2016 ROGERS WRITERS TRUST FICTION PRIZE
• WINNER OF THE CITY OF VICTORIA BUTLER BOOK PRIZE
• SHORTLISTED FOR THE AMAZON.CA FIRST NOVEL AWARD
• A NATIONAL POST BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
Praise for Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains
“With compelling narrative drive, Yasuko Thanh imbues Mysterious Fragrance of
the Yellow Mountains with atmosphere and resonance, and creates mesmerizing
characters who undergo complex change — politically, socially, personally,
sexually — as they are gathered into a vortex of intrigue and risk. [Thanh] is as
fearless and as wise in reshaping the mystique of the revolutionary as she is
in delineating a dramatic time and place in this elegant and tantalizing novel.”
— Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize jury citation

“Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains offers a very readable and
equally savage look at colonial Vietnam. Yasuko Thanh’s writing whips up a
miasma of jasmine oil and incense and opium smoke, while remaining gauzy as
tulle. Which is not to say the story is frivolous. Think of a shiv as opposed to a
longsword: one is showy and unwieldy, the other, subtle and devastating. Thanh
spares us the weighty sentimentality and epic posturing of some historical novels,
and gets right to the goods, through stirring narrative and imagery… Thanh’s
ability to navigate such brutal territory with a steady hand makes this book a
must-read.” — THE GLOBE AND MAIL
“Deft touches of magical realism lend this story of love, obligation, and sabotage
the mysterious aura referenced in the title.” — PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, starred review
“Thanh has proven to be a remarkable protean wordsmith, shifting from one
subject and setting to another with starling confidence.” — QUILL & QUIRE
“Sweeping yet intimate, Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains is a
novel in which not a single, haunting detail is trivial, and a devastating edginess
straddles what is intoxicating, astonishing, and at once ancient and contemporary.
Yasuko Thanh has rendered a richly imagined narrative of five men plotting,
drinking, dreaming of poison against the fascinating backdrop of colonialism and
revolution, where ghosts, superstition, love, and insanity seethe. This is a book
to be savoured, thought about, and discussed — a book to be remembered.”
— ALEXANDRA CURRY, author of The Courtesan
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YASUKO THANH’S story collection Floating Like the Dead was published by McClelland
& Stewart in 2012 and was shortlisted for the Danuta Gleed Award and the B.C. Book
Prize for Fiction. One story in it won an Arthur Ellis Award for Best Crime Short Story.
The title story won the Journey Prize for the best story published in Canada in 2009.
Quill and Quire named Floating Like the Dead a best book of the year. CBC hailed
Yasuko Thanh one of ten writers to watch in 2013. Her debut novel Mysterious
Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains, inspired by the history of her father’s family in
French Indochina, won the Rogers Writers’ Trust Prize for the best novel of 2016.
Yasuko lives in Victoria, B.C., with her two children.

REPRODUCTION
a novel by Ian Williams

90,000 words / Finished books available

A HILARIOUS AND POIGNANT LOVE STORY ABOUT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN STRANGERS BECOME FAMILY
• SHORTLISTED FOR THE GILLER PRIZE
• SHORTLISTED FOR THE TORONTO BOOK AWARD
• SHORTLISTED FOR THE AMAZON FIRST NOVEL AWARD
Told with the savvy of Zadie Smith, Reproduction is a tale of love among
inherited and invented families. Ian Williams’ rambunctious novel sweeps
through a world of racial and religious mash-ups, cultural collisions,
and cross-pollinations galore.

Praise for Reproduction

“Ian Williams’s Reproduction is many things at once. It’s an engrossing story of
disparate people brought together and also a masterful unfolding of unexpected
connections and collisions between and across lives otherwise separated by
race, class, gender and geography. It’s a pointed and often playful plotting out
of individual and shared stories in the close spaces of hospital rooms, garages,
mansions and apartments, and a symphonic performance of resonant and
dissonant voices, those of persons wanting to impress persuade, deny, or
beguile others, and always trying again.” — GILLER PRIZE JURY CITATION
“Williams’ Reproduction contains examples of the compromises and mutually agreed
upon lies that bind families together. The ability of humans to wilfully ignore past
misdeeds, to keep secrets for decades and forge on despite human frailty and failings
are all clearly depicted in Williams’ story.” — WINNIPEG FREE PRESS
“In this novel about fathers who vanish and the families that spring up in their place,
the Vancouver-based poet deftly weaves together the voices of a 14-year-old black
boy, a 16-year-old white girl and a motley crew of middle-aged parents who are all
struggling to do right by their children — with mixed results.” — CHATELAINE Magazine
“Reproduction’s genius is its weaponized empathy, the precision-etched intensity
of Williams’ gritty, witty, wholly unsentimental exploration of the collision of human
hearts and the messy aftermath. Love, and its lack, form a spectrum that the
characters bounce between, searching for connections, redemption and meaning.”
— EDEN ROBINSON, author of Monkey Beach and Son of a Trickster
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“The startling brilliance of Ian Williams stems from his restlessness with form. His ceaseless creativity
in sussing out the right patterning of story, the right vernacular nuance, the right diagram and deftly dropped reference
— all in service of vividly illuminating the intermingled comedy and trauma of family.” — DAVID CHARIANDY, author of Brother
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See also www.ianwilliams.ca

IAN WILLIAMS is the author of Personals, shortlisted for the Griffin Poetry Prize and the Robert

Kroetsch Poetry Book Award; Not Anyone’s Anything, winner of the Danuta Gleed Literary Award
for the best first collection of short fiction in Canada; and You Know Who You Are, a finalist for
the ReLit Prize for poetry. He was named one of ten Canadian writers to watch by CBC. Williams is
currently assistant professor of poetry in the Creative Writing program at the University of British
Columbia. He completed his doctorate in English at the University of Toronto under George Elliott
Clarke. In 2014-2015, he was the Canadian Writer-in-Residence for the University of Calgary’s
Distinguished Writers Program. He has held fellowships or residencies from Vermont Studio Center,
the Banff Center, Cave Canem, and the National Humanities Center. Born in Trinidad, Williams grew
up in Brampton, Ontario, and worked in Massachusetts and Toronto before moving to Vancouver.

REPRODUCTION AN EXCERPT
FELICIA FOUND HER MOTHER in Palliative, sharing a room with an elderly woman. It was
strange to see her mother sleeping in public. She was normally a vigilant woman with chameleon
eyes that seemed to move independently from one point of suspicion to another. Now, although
they were both closed, she seemed uneasy, perhaps with the fact that her bra had been removed
by strangers and her breasts splayed unflatteringly sideways.
Between the two beds, a man stood holding his wrists like the Escher print of hands
drawing themselves. It would become his characteristic position. From forehead to jaw, his
head was the same width as his neck. From shoulders to feet, he seemed constrained in a tight
magic box, ready to be sawed in two. Put together, he comprised two rectangles stacked on each
other — a tall, abstract snowman. His pants were wet from the knee down. Despite that, Felicia
presumed he was the doctor because he was a man, a white man, a middle-aged white man,
wearing a pinstriped shirt, but it turned out he was only a man, a white man, a middle-aged
white man, wearing stripes and gripping his wrists.
Unconscious, Edgar said.
Unconscious or sleeping? Felicia asked.
Unconscious, he repeated. He presented the woman in the other bed as proof of his
medical expertise. My mother. She’s sleeping.
His mother’s mouth was open. There was brown industrial papertowel on her chest to
catch the leaking saliva. She gave the impression of needing to be laced up — as if by pulling
the strings of a corset one could restore her mouth, her skin, her posture, to their former
attentiveness.
She’s not going to make it, Edgar said. He flicked the bag of intravenous solution with his
middle finger, then looked for some change to register in his mother. Seconds later, she began
coughing. Her cheeks filled with thick liquid as Edgar searched for a cup, her spittoon. Felicia
happened to swallow at the same time as his mother and while looking at the lump go down
the woman’s throat, she felt the phlegm go down her own. She pulled the collar of her coat tight
around her neck.
Felicia turned back to her mother. Her mother was so careful about applying makeup and
now there was no trace of it on her. Where were her earrings? Her nail polish looked more
crimson than red. Felicia knocked on her knuckles.
You hearing me? Felicia leaned in. You hearing me?
She thought she saw her mother frown. She frowned. Or perhaps it was a deception of light,
the passing accident of light reflected from someone’s watch face.
Felicia heard the jaunty jingle of keys behind her.
So what brings your mother here on this fine autumn afternoon?
Without moving the rest of her body, Felicia twisted her cervical vertebrae to see if he
was serious.
Mutter, here, couldn’t breathe, he offered. It’s her pneumonia. He put an odd stress on the
her as if he were settling a dispute between feuding children: it’s her doll, let her have it. They
think the cancer might have spread to her other lung. We’re waiting. It’s not easy. The waiting.
Not easy at all. Come on, get in there.
Felicia turned around fully. She hadn’t seen snow since arriving in Canada.
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